
Chapter 586 

The Western health practitioners glanced at each other. They had never heard of a single herb 

Janet just mentioned. 

She passed all the ingredients to Sheldon. “Divide these herbs into ten portions, then decoct it for 

him once a day.” 

The decoction would cause drowsiness, so she added, “If the patient is sleepy after taking the 

medicine, it’s normal.” 

Sheldon nodded. “Okay.” 

 “By the way, if the patient is willing to do an EMG and muscle biopsy, then I will come again in 

ten days. If he doesn’t want to go through with the tests, then there’s no need for me to come 

here anymore!” 

Indeed, she wouldn’t be able to prescribe him the right medication without a proper examination. 

Sheldon pondered for a moment and his gaze was intent. “I’ll try to persuade my father.” 

Meanwhile, in the music practice room, Hilbert nodded with satisfaction as soon as Hazel played 

the last note, then dismissed her. 

Emily could tell that Hazel was in a particularly good mood today, so something huge had to be 

going on! 

Pressing her lips together, she stated cautiously, “Hazel, you’ve been smiling all day. Did 

something good happen?” 

Hazel nodded. “Yeah. The divine doctor came today, so I have to go back earlier to visit Dad!” 

Emily’s eyes lit up. “Today?” Wasn’t the doctor going on the tenth? If I remember correctly, 

today’s only the fifth. 

“Yeah, with my dad’s condition, we can’t afford to delay any longer. So, my brother added 

another few hundred million to get the doctor to come a few days in advance.” 

Emily gaped at the mention of this and she stared at Hazel in disbelief. “A few hundred million? 

This divine doctor charges way too much!” 

Emily knew that Hazel’s family was rich, but she didn’t expect them to be rolling in money. 

She suddenly felt that befriending Hazel was the right choice! 



“Well, that’s how divine doctors are. Many people in the world need their help. If anyone could 

hire them, then they would be working their socks off!” Hazel explained. 

A few hundred million was a lot, but it was nothing compared to their father’s life. 

The Fullers would only be able to survive in Yobril if their father was around. 

“Emily, would you like to come to my house to see what the doctor looks like?” 

Emily blinked several times, feeling thrilled at the thought. “Are you sure that’s okay?” 

“Of course. We’ve known each other for so long, but you haven’t been to our house yet.” 

Looking at Emily’s stunned expression, Hazel figured that she was probably also eager to see 

what the doctor looked like. 

“Well, then. Let’s pack up and get going.” 

The two girls talked and laughed along the way, and Emily felt like she had finally made a real 

friend in Yobril. 

Not only was the Fuller family rich, but Hazel was also easy to get along with. And if she 

remembered correctly, Hazel had an elder brother. 

Emily’s smile grew even brighter at the thought of this. 

Inadvertently, she pulled on the hem of her skirt and looked at her reflection in the window to 

tidy up her hair. 

Not long after, the car came to a slow stop and was parked on the side of the road. 

Hazel got down from the car, then glanced at her friend on the other side of the seat. “Emily, this 

is my house. Get down quickly!” 

Emily slowly looked up. 

All of a sudden, her eyes widened in shock, and disbelief was written all over her face. 

The enormous villa had a total of three floors, and since it was built on a mountain, every floor 

had its own magnificent view. 

The whole building was unique and resembled a little palace. 

On each side of the courtyard entrance stood a group of tall and imposing bodyguards, which 

presented a spectacular view. 

Emily knew that Hazel’s family was well off, but she didn’t think that they were so wealthy. 



 

 


